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shake up our ownranks, to showthemthat there
was no turning back, that aheadlay either complete victory or completeruin .... The severity
of this summary
justice.., showedthe worldthat
wewouldcohtinueto fight on mercilessly, stopping at nothing.
Stopping at nothing--is not this but a paraphraseof the nihilist slogan, "’Everythingis permitted"? But where, one pauses to wonder, is
the idealismof the dedicatedterrorists of r9o5?
--Kalyaev, telling his comrades, "I could not
throw the bombwhen I saw the Grand Duke’s
children riding with him in the carriage"-Voinarskysaying to approving co-conspirators,
"If Dubassovis accompaniedby his wife, I will
not throw the bomb"--Savinkov holding back
his bombwhenhe saw that ’innocent strangers’
might be killed on Admiral Dubassov’strain-the sameSavinkovescaping from prison revolver
in hand, resolved to shoot any officer that bars
his path, but to turn it on himself rather than
shoot an ordinary soldier? Howmany words
of Trotsky’s "explanation" wouldStalin have to
change in applying them to the extermination
of LeonTrotsky, all his family, and his "faithful servitors"?
THOUCH TRAGEDY
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the pagesof the diary, not a line of it suggests
that Trotsky has re-thought anything, learned
anything from his own fall and exile by a
r~gime to which everything is permitted and
which "stops at nothing." Nowhereis there any
new-found wisdom, any trace of humility or
even a momentarydoubt. Every line scornful,
omniscient,cocksure, full of self-importanceand
certitude--and all the dogmatic pronouncements
and judgments so wide of the mark!
Blum is a "has-been," his whole concern
being to prevent the workingclass from strug,g, ling against fascism. Blumand Cachinin their
’united" opposition to Trotskyism are ineptly
comparedto Kerenskya, nd Tseretelli opposing
Lenin in i9x 7. Engels relation to Marx is
absurdly and humourlesslycomparedto Christ’s
relation to Jehovah.Trotsky feels a closer kinship with Roehmthan he does with Leon Blum.
Macd.,o, nald is "more contemptible than Mussolini ; the Webbsare closer to Stanley Baldwin,
and Baldwin"closer to the Celtic Druids as intellectual types" than to Lenin and the author
of the Diary. Spaak is "a shoddy litde man...
an honest ’friend of the people’.., no morethan
that." (One is remindedof Trotsky’s last word
on Stalin: "a plebeian democrat of the ~rovincial type.., such in essence he remainect to
the end.") Trotsky believed such epithets were
the most devastating at his command,for he
hated "plebeian democracy"more than the Barbarism with which he believed he would con-
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tend when"parliamentary democracycollapsed
nowwith a stench."
THERE
Is YETanother sad note, subdued but
persistent, running through the pages of the
Diary. The Diarist feels that his powersare beginning to decline. "Old age is the most unexpected of the things that happento a man."
"The worst vice is to be more than fifty-five
years old" ,(,~fore the Diary opened, Trotsky
turned 55)" Contemporaryhistory is running in
h~gh"gear .... Theonlypity is that the organism-,,
destroying microbes workeven faster.
Deep downwithin him Trotsky senses that
he will not return in triumph to Russia in five
years, or ever, nor preside over the re-making
of the world and of man in the image of his
blueprint. Indeed, five years later there is his
Testament, bearing witness once more that
neither the years of unending purge, nor the
Stalin-Hitler Pact, nor the Sec-ondWorldWar,
has brought a shadow of a doubt. The Testament stipulates no errors, revises no positions,
onl reaffirms "myMarxist, dialectical materialist, irreconcilable atheist.., faith In the Communist future."
"Life is beautiful," it assures those whomhe
expects to gather to hear the reading of the
will. To "future generations" he leaves the task
so ill begun"to cleanseit of all evil, oppression
and violence, and enjoy it to the full .... "

BertramD. Wolfe

RussianPainting in London
~ s year’s WinterExhibition at the Royal
T r~Academy
is a sad disappointment. Its aim
is praiseworthy--topresent the Westfor the first
time with a moreor less completepicture of the
developmentof painting in Russia from the ~3th
century to the 2oth. But the picture that has
emergedis a dull one, and it is only too easy
to sympathisewith those critics whohave been
eagerly contrasting what the Russians have producedin the fields of musicand letters withtheir
lack of aptitude for the plastic arts. In fact, the
failure of the exhibition is due not so muchto
the force of circumstancesas to a bad choice of
exhibits. Theselection is at oncetendentiousand
incompetent:
not onlyis it dictated by the official
ideology current in the Soviet Union, but even
within this frame of reference reveals a curious
deficiency in qualitative judgment.
Certainly, Russianpainting, while richer than
that of the other Slav or the Scandinavian
countries put together, could never producean
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exhibition with an impact comparable to that
of any Italian, Dutch, Flemish, French, or
Spanish exhibition. Its ’great period (I35o to
about 15oo) was followed by one of transition
and decline that lasted two centuries in the
course of which not a single workto rank with
what was being done elsewhere at the time was
produced. Aboutthe beginning of the 18th century the old tradition was entirely abandoned,
icon-painting ceased to be an art, and the new
kind of painting, responding to new and primarily secular needs, started its Westernapprenticeship from scratch. It grew quickly; hy the
middleof the century could be taken seriously,
and by the beginning of the next had come to
occupya modestbut honourableplace amongthe
Europeanschools.
Now, it was at this very momentthat all
Europeanpainting movedinto a long lxriod of
crisis, from which the French alone emerged
triumphant. Russian painting of the secondhalf
of the century, so far from creating an "important and entirely independent" school (as the
Deputy Director of the Tretyakov Gallery puts
it in his catalogue introduction), sitzgularly
resemblesall the other schools at the time, including the French--not, to be sure, as we see
it now,but as it wasseen till quite recently at
the Luxembourgand the provincial museums.
The impressionists
only became known in
Russia at the very end oft_he century. A revival
began which the Revolution did nothing to
arrest but which was stifled from Me mid’twenties on by the doctrines, soon to become
dogma,of Socialist Realism.
A reasonably organised exhibition should and
could have reflected this entire past in all its
diversity: all that this one reflects is the ruling
rejudice. Of I2~: works, I6 are icons (this for
ve centuries of painting), 8 date from the ISth
century, ~6 from the first half of the ~9th, 8
fromthe early years of the uoth, but 36 from the
secondhalf of the xgth, and 38 from the postRevolutionperiod. In this waythe best periods
of Russianart are utterly sacrificed to the-worst,
and what dominates is precisely academic
painting, in the derogatory sense of the term,
meaningthe use of a languageaccessible to all
as a meansof telling stories, whetheranecdotal
or tendentious. The Soviet artists shownhere
(excepting Petrov-Vodkin and Saryan) are,
course, using an idiom which is simply a cheap
rehash of the "democraticrealism" of the ~86o-s
and ’7os, a language whichwas then the current
language of European painters~other than the
only ones whocount.
Whatis interesting about the galleries devoted
to Soviet painting is that they showus not only
what the powers-that-be in Russia demandof
painting, but also the wayin whichthey see it,
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~_ad the degree in which the}, are capable of
a.plpreciating it. Wereturn to meother galleries
~.t~lc to understandthe reasons for the generally
mediocreeffect they give.
It is not the/uror ideologicus alone that has
decided the choice of exhibits, it is also the
atrophy of taste which is the inevitable consequence of this evil. Andthis atrophy can be
blamedfor the disproportions of the respectivc
amountof space given to the various periods of
the past~the conjuring away of the renascence
that precedcd the Revolution, the lack of emphasis given to AlexanderIvanov(five sketchcs,
two of which are not characteristic, and none
of the water-colours on NewTestament themes
which are his fincst works) and Vrubel (two
good pictures, but not ~his best, and nothing
~aintcdin the last ten years of his life). But then
~hese two distinguished, troubled, unhappy
painters, whoall their lives unsuccessfullysought
a pictorial lan age which would.suit them, can.not easily be ~a~sedas "democranc
realists." But.
whynot have chosen what is finest in the work
~f Kramskoy,Repin, Surikov ? Why,amongthe
’three Serovportraits, is that of Leskovthe only
one whichshowshis great talent as a portraitist.
Why,instead of showinga score of pictures of
this quality (which wouldhave beefi perfectly
possible), triumphantlyexhibit in the centre of
~allery V twohuge, insipid, trivial paintings by
Aivasovski and Shishkin? Amongpictures
dating from between x77o and I85o, only three
or four could not have been replaced by more
successful and more characteristic works by the
same artists. There is no painting or icon (by
SimonUshakov,for examplc) to mark the passage from ancient to modernRussia, but a complete gap betweenthe early 16th century and the
i77os. Finally, the icons are second-rate examples,with four or five exceptions.
Thus, of the Iu2 works shownat Burlington
House, only about a dozen can be classed among
the best painting that Russia has produced in
the course of the last eight hundredyears.

Wladimir Weidl3

Nick Magazines
day, I went to Wakefieldnick to
T rthave~. aother
butchers at some magazines. These
rags are edited and published by the geezers in
the nick, for the geezers in the nick; and the
only place where you can clock them is at the
Imperial Training School, which,,,of course, is
nothing but a ’ School for Screws, and is situated in the precincts of this nick.
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